New High-Efficiency Boilers from Ideal

We are excited to announce that we are the exclusive distributor in the U.S. of the Ideal line of boilers. Ideal is one of the largest boiler manufacturers in Europe. As part of this new partnership, they have developed a unique range of high-efficiency condensing boilers specifically for North America.

The portfolio includes the Exalt and Gallant, which are available in a range of sizes. Both have an industry-leading warranty program with up to six-years parts, three-years labor and 12-years on the heat exchanger.* They are 95 percent efficient and include an inhibitor to preserve the water quality in the heat exchanger.

Ideal produces over 400,000 boilers per year from their factories in Europe. They are known for their rigorous manufacturing process, which ensures that a product receives over 200 quality checks before leaving the factory. Each boiler is made from the highest-quality material and sourced from top-of-the-line suppliers.

“We are excited to offer you boilers that are known for such high quality manufacturing, low failure rates, and extensive testing,” said Mike DelConte, Director of Heating Sales, F.W. Webb. “It is pretty impressive that they’re also backed by an industry leading warranty.”

For more information visit idealusa.com.

---

*This Elite level warranty is offered with registration of the boiler, a submitted combustion analysis and hydronic system treatment. See full warranty details at idealusa.com.

---

2020 F.W. Webb Rewards Program

New Trips Announced
Earn points in 2020 to travel in 2021!

Choose one of the two trips

7 Days/6 Nights in Los Cabos
Paradisus Los Cabos • San Jose del Cabo, Mexico
All Inclusive • February 9-15, 2021

5 Days/4 Nights In Cancun
Haven Riviera Cancun • Cancun, Mexico
All Inclusive • April 10-14, 2021 or April 14-18, 2021

Trip registration must be completed by February 29, 2020.
Enrollment will end early if trip maximum is reached.

Or Choose Catalog Rewards
Once you reach 25,000 points, redeem points anytime and choose from hundreds of options in the online catalog.

For more information visit idealusa.com.
Product Highlights

**PurePro® Condensate Neutralizer Pump**
The condensate produced by gas-fired condensing boilers, furnaces and tankless water heaters is acidic and has the potential to harm the environment and the sewer system. The Condensate Neutralizer Pump from PurePro is ideal for installations that require both condensate removal and neutralization.

- 1.9 Gal./hr.
- 500,000 BTU
- 20 ft. lift, high performance pump

#681739 PROPP-PUMP Condensate Neutralization Tank with Pump - 500K BTU
#681740 PROPP-PUMPKR Replacement Neutralization Media for PROPP-PUMP
#689667 PROR-PUMP Replacement Pump

**Navien NPN Series Water Heater**
The new Navien NPN series is the first and only non-condensing tankless water heater series that offers a durable stainless-steel heat exchanger and a patented stainless-steel burner design.

#681744 PROPP40-KIT 1.6 Gal/hr. 400,000 BTU/hr. + Kit
#681743 PROPP40 1.6 Gal/hr. 400,000 BTU/hr.
#681741 PROPP100 4.0 Gal/hr. 1,000,000 BTU/hr.
#475942 PROPP40-RK 400,000 Media Refill
#681742 PROPP100RK 1,000,000 Media Refill
#696879 PROPP3.5GAL 3.5 Gallon Bucket Media Refill

**Caleffi SEP-4TM**
- Multifunction (4-in-1) Hydraulic separator
- 5495 Series

**Toto Drake Toilet**
- Dynamax Tornado Flush® Utilizes 360° cleaning power to reach every part of the bowl
- Cefiontect® Ceramic glaze prevents debris and mold from sticking to ceramic surfaces
- Design of the bowl reduces water flow resistance resulting in a quieter flushing sound

#743436 TTOCST746CEMFG01 Drake Toilet 2PC Cotton Elongated Dual ADA Cefiontect 12 Inch Rough 1.28/0.8GPF

**American Standard Spectra Plus Etouch**
- Change sprays by touching the outer ring of the showerhead or remote. Adjustments can be made from Drench to Sensitive to Jet to Massage.
- Permanent built-in compensating flow control device.
- 2.5 gpm/9.5 L/min. maximum flow rate.

#621956 A/S9035474.002 Polished Chrome

**MC1+ Hydronic Heating Protector**
- Clean and protect your hydronic heating system with best practice treatment formulas
- One bottle treats up to 33 gallons

#737397 ADYM1 MC1+
#737399 ADYM3 MC3+

**MC1+ Rapidie Heating System Cleaner**
- A faster, stronger and easier way to dose with Rapidie
- Dose system in just 20 seconds

#737398 ADYM1RAPIDE MC1+/Quick Dose
#737400 ADYM3RAPIDE MC3+/Quick Dose

Get these products and much more at 90 F.W. Webb locations across the Northeast. See fwwebb.com/locations.